Apply Ingenuity,
Apply Intelligence

Transform
your applications

Every enterprise is the sum of its applications.
From back to front, an array of applications keeps everything
moving, from inside to outside and back again.
In a fast moving and challenging marketplace your business
depends on every one of those applications working perfectly.
If one fails to keep pace with change, then the rest suffer,
and your people and customers fail to get a seamless
and responsive service.

But you can’t transform every application all at once.
You need to continue to get value from your legacy systems
while innovating to stay vibrant and relevant.
That’s what Fujitsu partners with you to achieve:
we co-create an evolving future that protects the past
and keeps you at the cutting edge of your sector.
No need for a revolution, just a clever use of
multi-cloud opportunities focused on your
specific circumstances and objectives.

We apply data, ingenuity, and intelligence to
create the right strategy to open newopportunities
to transform your IT estate or application estate.

Helping you make the right choices
in a multi-vendor environment,
so you achieve the right mix of cloud
vendors and platforms so that all
services match and work seamlessly
as one behind your brand

We integrate and facilitate
applications within a well-managed
ecosystem across (possibly) several
platforms, so you get true value
from multi-cloud

Work with you to develop your own
applications or bring in the right Cloud
Native applications so you can act fast,
innovate, and benefit from cloud
resilience and ubiquitous access

Apply DevOps and Agile in
sprints to focus on the most
important applications, get
them done, and then move on
without causing disruption to
the business as a whole

Automating key parts of DevOps
to free your people to focus
on high-value projects and
drive business and product
innovation faster

Keep your legacy applications
working and delivering value – it’s
not revolution, it’s transformation
where it’s needed most, and a gradual
refresh of applications to both
protect and energize your enterprise

Unleash the dynamism of API’s – you can
swiftly transform access to previously slow
applications and multiple sources of data
through the clever deployment of tailored
API’s to transform, for instance, how
your staff engage with customers

The cloud is endlessly
adaptable which is why
a multi-cloud approach is
key to agility, dynamism,
innovation, and resilience

Let’s co-create your multi-cloud
(multi-opportunity) future now.
Read our Spotlight on Cloud Applications and Data Services here

